Netflix Branded Remote Control

To make access of Netflix even more convenient, you can instantly access Netflix by pressing the Netflix button on the Netflix remote control. (If you have the Netflix app available through the Elevate UI and haven’t received a Netflix branded remote control, contact your service provider.)

Pairing the Netflix Remote

To pair the remote:
1. Point the remote at the media player and press and hold the Mute button and Up arrow until the Power button blinks rapidly.
2. After a few seconds, you will see a message on the screen that the remote has been successfully paired with your media player.
Using the Netflix Remote

Shortcut Buttons

1. **Input**
   Selects the input to your TV (requires pairing with your TV).

2. **Live**
   Opens Live TV at the current time in the show tuned to.

3. **A - DVR**
   Goes to Recorded TV/Scheduler.

4. **B - VOD**
   Goes to Video on Demand Mosaic page.

5. **C - Grid**
   Activates the Grid Guide view with focus on current time and station you’re tuned to.

6. **D - Live TV**
   Opens Live TV at the current time in the show tuned to.

7. **VOD**
   Goes to the Video on Demand Mosaic page.

8. **Netflix**
   Goes to the Netflix app.

9. **EXIT**
   Goes back to full-screen Live TV.
1. **Arrows**
   Moves the horizontal or vertical bands one card backward or forward.

2. **OK**
   Begins playing the item in focus or executes an option in an action menu.

3. **BACK**
   In Guide, scrolls back in time to current time; when navigating, goes to previous screen; when watching Live TV, goes back to where you started watching that show;

4. **SEARCH**
   Goes to Search card.

5. **NEXT**
   In Guide, scrolls forward in time; when watching Live TV, goes to the current time in the show.

6. **GUIDE**
   Opens the Guide.

7. **MENU**
   Returns you one step at a time to top level of the menu.

8. **INFO**
   Brings up info on either show being watched, a recorded show in focus, or a show in focus in the guide.
Player Controls

1. **Rewind**
   Press up to three times (for three speeds) to rewind a recorded show.

2. **Play/Pause**
   Begins playback of a recorded show or pauses playback.

3. **Fast Forward**
   Press up to three times (for three speeds) to fast forward a recorded show.

4. **Replay**
   Rewinds seven seconds.

5. **Stop**
   When watching a recorded show, stops playback and takes you to the Recorded TV card. When recording, stops recording.

6. **Record**
   Press RECORD while watching a show or with a show in focus to record.

7. **Skip**
   Skips forward the number of seconds that you predefine in settings.

Entering numbers will take you directly to the corresponding channel. **Clear** clears the channel number selection. **Last** goes to the previous station watched.